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Abstract – This paper investigates an early acoustical theory of Hope Bagenal about the Leipzig
Thomaskirche, where J.S. Bach composed and conducted from 1723 to 1750. Bagenal predicted that the church
had a shorter reverberation time than previously in Bach’s time as a result of the Lutheran alterations to the
space in the 16th century. This study uses on-site measurements to calibrate a geometric acoustical model of the
current church. The calibrated model is then altered to account for the state of the church in 1723 and 1539.
Simulations predict that the empty church in 1723 had a T30 value nearly one second lower than today, while
the empty church in 1539 was much more reverberant than today. However, when the fully occupied church is
simulated across all time periods, the difference in T30 is much smaller, with values at 1 kHz ranging from
2.7s in 1539, 2.5s in the present day, and 2.3s in 1723. These empirical data are crucial for understanding
the historical setting of Bach’s music as heard by its original congregation and by its composer.

Keywords: Room acoustics, Archaeoacoustics, Acoustic simulation, Acoustics of worship spaces,
History of acoustics

1 Introduction

J.S. Bach (1685–1750) was one of the most influential
composers in the Western Classical tradition. Due to its
lasting popularity, Bach’s work has been the focus of much
historical musicological investigation, including the roles of
ensemble size [1, 2] and period instruments[3–5] in historical
performance. Another important factor for understanding
the historical effect of Bach’s performances is the acoustics
of the original performance spaces, as hypothesized by
Hope Bagenal in 1930 [6]. Spatial analysis is especially
appropriate for Bach, who spent the last 27 years of his life
in Leipzig composing music for performance in the
Thomaskirche.

Bagenal’s analysis of the Thomaskirche’s acoustics
included the prediction that the space had a lower reverber-
ation time in Bach’s day, which would have allowed the
composer greater clarity for complex polyphony and
dramatic tempo shifts. In addition, Bagenal traced the
architectural history of the space back to the changes made
after the Lutheran Reformers took over the church in 1539,
predicting that the pre-Reformation Catholic church would
have been much more reverberant with a corresponding loss
in clarity [6, 7]. Lubman and Kiser [8] and Boren [9] have
further developed this idea to view worship spaces as a
single Acoustic Communication Channel (ACC), through
which liturgical practices are optimized to fit their ACC.
Though it was not practical to aurally investigate the

change in spaces over time in Bagenal’s day, today’s com-
puter simulation tools allow us to alter historical room mod-
els as easily as historical instruments [10–12].

This study investigates Bagenal’s hypothesis via on-site
acoustic measurements of the present-day Thomaskirche,
which are used to calibrate a geometric acoustic model of
the space. The calibrated present-day model is then used
as the basis for models of the Thomaskirche in 1723 (when
Bach arrived in Leipzig) and 1539 (before the Lutheran
alterations). These simulations predict that the Bagenal’s
general thesis was correct: the reverberation time would
have been lower in Bach’s era and greater in the pre-refor-
mation space. However, while these differences would have
been significant between the empty church in all three time
periods, the differences would have been much smaller when
the church had a full congregation, which it usually did in
Bach’s day.

2 Background
2.1 Archaeoacoustics

The discipline known as “archaeological acoustics” or
more commonly “archaeoacoustics” developed out of archae-
ology as a means to interact with the sound of ancient
human sites and artifacts [13, 14]. Early studies examined
prehistoric paleolithic caves [15, 16], and as the field
expanded more recent historical buildings have been consid-
ered [17, 18]. Originally the field relied mainly on theoretical*Corresponding author: boren@american.edu
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prediction of resonance and reverberation, but over the past
20 years archaeoacoustics has incorporated rigorous proce-
dures for simulation using geometrical acoustics (GA) [19]
to investigate historical sound [20–31].

Some early attempts to simulate buildings which no
longer exist led to unrealistic GA simulations compared to
subjective historical accounts of the building’s acoustics
[32]. Even if the building’s geometrical structure is known,
the variation in absorption properties for general categories
of materials can lead to large errors in the final simulation
due to the multiplicative nature of acoustic reflection and
absorption. Because of this concern, studies of the past
sound field of buildings which still exist generally use on-site
measurements to calibrate a present-day computer model,
which can then be altered into a historical model to ensure
greater accuracy in the final simulation [33–35].

This study applies the rigorous system for acoustic
calibration developed by Postma and Katz [36–38] that
accounts for stochastic variation due to the modeling of
Lambertian acoustic scattering, which is essential for a real-
istic GA model [39, 40]. Postma and Katz’s calibration
method involves running two simulations with all surfaces
0% scattering and 100% scattering, respectively, to observe
the variation in simulated parameters due to scattering
variation alone. After this initial step the initial geometry
is held constant while material absorption is incrementally
adjusted (within reasonable parameters for each material
based on existing measured databases), using acoustic
parameters averaged across five GA simulations for each
round of calibration until they are within one just-
noticeable difference (JND) of the measured value. This
procedure was used in the study described below to
calibrate a GA model of the Thomaskirche based on mea-
surements taken in the present day structure.

2.2 History of the Thomaskirche

Bach’s music has been one of the biggest research areas
in the Early Music community, including the controversy
over the size of his vocal ensembles during normal Sunday
cantata performances [2, 41]. A recent musicological essay
arguing that Bach generally had larger vocal ensembles
makes general reference to room acoustics and intelligibility
[42], but without any quantitative assessment of the acous-
tics of the Thomaskirche itself. This line of reasoning has
some potential toward a better understanding Bach’s work,
but such an approach requires more specific data about the
acoustics of the church in Bach’s time.

Bach was an organist and organ installation consultant
with decades of experience in carefully listening to the
acoustics of different churches [43]. He spent the last
27 years of his life in Leipzig, composing and conducting
music in the Thomaskirche. Bach greatly preferred the
Thomaskirche over the nearby Nicholaikirche because he
deemed it superior for choral music [44]. The combination
of Bach’s keen ear and his close association with the
Thomaskirche make this church one of the most significant
performance spaces in the history of Western music.

However, the church has been altered many times, and its
current interior is very different from Bach’s time [45].

The Thomaskirche is a large late-Gothic church,
constructed from 1482–1496, though there was an earlier
basilica on the site which dated back to the 12th century
[46, 47]. However, the church was altered after the
Lutheran Reformers took over the city of Leipzig in 1539.
The Reformers changed most of the service from Latin into
the vernacular, which made speech intelligibility a higher
priority in their churches. The Lutherans added many
seating galleries, reducing the reverberation time, while
ensuring clear sight lines from the congregants to the
preacher [6]. While many narrative accounts of this transi-
tion have emphasized the Reformer’s added absorption, a
variety of Lutheran bouts of iconoclasm from 1539 to
1541 removed secondary altars around the sides of the nave,
which would have added diffusion to the space, as well as
the screen separating the chancel from the nave, which
would have blocked direct sound from the priests there
[48]. In addition, some of the Lutheran galleries functioned
as enclosed private seating (similar to opera boxes) sur-
rounded by glass, which may have increased reflection
rather than absorption at high frequencies [49]. The current
church includes a larger west choir gallery as well as the
north and south “Renaissance” galleries added by Hierony-
mous Lotter in 1570 [46]. The 1539 church featured only
a single smaller west choir gallery, which extended only to
the first line of columns rather than the second as the
current west gallery does (Fig. 1).

While some have emphasized the Lutheran’s theology as
driving the addition of galleries [50], it was also certainly
affected by the larger trend of Leipzig’s growing church
attendance, which accelerated after the Thirty Years’
War (1618–1648) [51]. By Bach’s time, the population
was large enough that the Thomaskirche often had 2500
seated congregants, with up to another 500 standing on
certain occasions [49]. In addition to the galleries present
today, the 1723 church also had a double gallery (Fig. 2)
made of wood on the north and south, adding additional
seating [47]. These double galleries curled around to the
north and south ends of the west choir gallery, forming
the “Town Piper Galleries” from which most of Bach’s
instrumental ensemble would perform [52].

It is well known that musicians are greatly affected by
the acoustics of the rooms in which their music is performed
[53, 54]. For instance, Bach’s role model Dietrich
Buxtehude composed for the larger church of St. Mary’s
in Lübeck, where his choir was forced to sing in unison to
guide the congregation through the space’s long reverbera-
tion time [55]. It is therefore worthwhile to investigate
the nature of the Thomaskirche’s acoustics in Bach’s time,
as it represents one of the primary acoustic channels
through which Bach heard his own music. In addition,
we can use historical sources to approximate the acoustics
in the pre-Lutheran Thomaskirche to critically investi-
gate Bagenal’s hypothesis that the Reformation con-
tributed to Bach’s compositional style via its architectural
renovations.
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3 Method
3.1 Present day church

3.1.1 Acoustic measurements

The present day Thomaskirche’s acoustics were
measured using a LookLine DL301 dodecahedral loud-
speaker source, which conforms to the omnidirectionality

requirements of ISO3382-1, and a CoreSound TetraMic
receiver (Fig. 3). Impulse responses were made for two
source positions and four receiver positions, marked on
the church’s plan in Figure 1. Source A approximates the
position of the choir in Bach’s time, while source B near
the chancel in front is used in the present church for smaller
ensemble performances. Receiver position 1 was located in
the west choir gallery, while positions 2–4 were located
along the main aisle in the nave from west to east.

Acoustic impulses were measured for each source-
receiver combination (except B-1 because of time restric-
tions) using an exponential sine sweep test signal [56]
recorded and deconvolved using the Aurora room acoustics
plug-in within Adobe Audition. While the TetraMic also

Figure 1. Plan of Thomaskirche with acoustic source (A–B) and receiver (1–4) positions used during on-site measurements.

Figure 2. Drawing of Thomaskirche’s double gallery in Bach’s
era [47].

Figure 3. Dodecahedral loudspeaker and TetraMic in the west
gallery.
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recorded 1st-order Ambisonic impulse responses, the acous-
tic metrics used in this study only require the 0th-order
(omnidirectional) response for each receiver position. From
these impulse responses standard room acoustics metrics
(T30, T20, EDT, C80, Ts, etc.) were computed using
Aurora for octave bands from 125 to 8000 Hz.

3.1.2 Model calibration

The present day church was modeled geometrically
(Fig. 4) in CATT-Acoustic v.9.1b [57, 58], with acoustic
simulation via CATT’s The Universal Cone Tracer v2.0
(TUCT2). TUCT2 contains three different GA algorithms
for acoustic cone tracing: algorithm 1 is fastest but contains
some stochastic processes for modeling scattering, while
algorithms 2 and 3 are deterministic but have much longer
computation times than algorithm 1. Because the space is
acoustically mixing, it was determined (following [37]) to
use the averaged values from five runs of algorithm 1 for
each round of calibration, as this still reduced computation
time significantly compared to using either of the determin-
istic algorithms. Each simulation used TUCT2’s recom-
mended value of 99 927 cones based on the church’s
internal volume (�16 000 m3), with an impulse response
length of 4500 ms, slightly longer than the longest T30
value measured in the space. The air absorption settings
in CATT were defined based on a temperature of 16 �C
and 80% atmospheric humidity, based on the atmospheric
values present during the acoustic measurements.

According to the calibration procedure defined in
[37, 59], the church geometry was held constant throughout.

Initial absorption coefficients were assigned to all materials
based on existing databases in CATT, with scattering
coefficients generally assigned based on a characteristic
depth value, which represents the average depth variation
in a single material which may represent a more complex
surface in the physical church. This method allows a more
intuitive relationship between physical characteristics and
acoustic scattering, for which measured values may not be
available. CATT calculates the scattering coefficient for
the frequency band centered at f according to Equation (1):

scatt ðf Þj�0:99
�0:10 ¼ 0:5

ffiffiffiffiffi

d
k

r

; ð1Þ

where d is the characteristic depth and k is the wavelength
of f.

At the beginning of the calibration procedure, two obser-
vational simulations were also conducted with all surfaces
0% and 100% scattering, respectively, to observe the varia-
tion in acoustic metrics due to scattering alone. After this
initial step, the absorption and characteristic depth were
gradually calibrated over 19 rounds of 5 simulations each,
with the goal of simulating T30 within 5% (or 1 JND) of
measured values for octave bands 250–2000 Hz. Final
absorption coefficients and characteristic depth are given
in Table 1. Surfaces with characteristic depth marked § have
scattering coefficients defined by frequency band, given in
Table 2. The organ pipes were defined as a 1D diffusor along
the vertical dimension within CATT, which focuses their
scattering along the horizontal plane. Complex woodwork-
ing (like the organ bench) which could not be modeled

Figure 4. Geometrical model of the Thomaskirche, volume � 16 000 m3.
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precisely was given the same absorption coefficients as
smooth wood but a much higher characteristic depth to
account for scattering from geometrical elements not present
in the simplified GA model. The walls of the portals and
chancel are made primarily of plaster, but have varying
amounts of paintings and ornamentation hung on them,
so these were modeled with the same absorption but differ-
ent characteristic depths. The floor of the west gallery was
given a small amount of sound transmission in the low
frequency bands (Table 3), which improved the accuracy
in C80 at position A2.

The church’s mid-frequency T30 was about 4s, similar
to that measured before the church’s renovations in the
1960s [60]. After calibration all T30 values were within
1 JND with the exception of the 500 Hz band for A2 and
B2 (Figs. 5 and 6). For these positions the simulated T30
for A2 was slightly too high, while the value at B2 was
slightly too low. These were not able to be calibrated with
1 JND without assuming unreasonable absorption values
for nearby surfaces and/or splitting homogeneous surfaces
into sections with different material properties. Since this
risks overfitting the model to individual data points, it
was decided that the model was better with reasonable
materials that more accurately represented the surfaces
present in the Thomaskirche.

Though reverberation time (here represented by T30)
was the main thrust of Bagenal’s hypothesis, other more
position-specific acoustic metrics, such as C80, EDT, and
Ts were also used during calibration. In addition to the
calibration goals for T30, C80 was used particularly with
the goal of getting pointwise simulations within 3 dB

(or 2 JNDs [61]) of measured values for the same frequency
range (250–2000 Hz) as T30. Most of the frequency bands
were within this range, such as a fairly straightforward
impulse response from source B to receiver 4 (Fig. 7). In
contrast, C80 from source A to receiver 2 was simulated
significantly lower than measured values. Again, the error
could be ameliorated somewhat, but only by choosing
unreasonable absorption values or splitting single materials
into multiple different sections with different acoustic
properties. However, since there is no direct sound path
from A to receiver 2, it was decided that this result was
good enough, particularly since TUCT’s GA simulations
only approximate acoustic diffraction [62], and there was
likely a stronger early sound component diffracting around
the choir gallery resulting in the larger measured value.
Since this will be the case in all GA simulations to follow,
some care must be used in predictions underneath the main
galleries with no direct line of sight to a sound source.

3.2 1723 model

The Thomaskirche has undergone multiple sets of reno-
vations since the Lutheran iconoclasms in the 16th century.
Since Bach’s time it was dramatically altered in the 19th
and 20th centuries before the 1960s renovations which
sought to restore a visual aesthetic more similar to that of
Bach’s era. Though there are not many visual renderings
of the church in Bach’s time, the descriptions in [46–48]
as well as the reconstructed images from Christoph Wolff’s
work [52] served as a basis for altering the calibrated
present-day model into a model of the Thomaskirche as it

Table 1. Calibrated absorption coefficients and characteristic depth by octave band center frequency (Hz) for surfaces in the
Thomaskirche GA model.

Surface 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 Characteristic depth (m)

Empty pews 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.11 0.13 §
Organ pipes 0.35 0.35 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.25 §
Sandstone 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.05
Complex wood surfaces 0.12 0.19 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.5
Smooth wood surfaces 0.12 0.19 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.02
Tile floor 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.1
Gallery floor 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.05 0.1
Glass windows 0.18 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.05
Painted plaster ceiling 0.08 0.10 0.13 0.09 0.12 0.18 0.1
Pillars 0.11 0.12 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.02
Plaster walls 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0
Complex walls 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 1.0
Chancel walls (primarily plaster) 0.14 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.1
Portal walls (primarily plaster) 0.14 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.05
West wall around organ 0.11 0.20 0.18 0.13 0.30 0.25 0.1

Table 2. Scattering coefficients by octave band center frequency (Hz) for specified surfaces in the model.

Surface 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Empty pews [58] 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80
Organ pipes [69] 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.50
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existed in 1723, when Bach took up his post as Thomaskan-
tor (Fig. 8). In particular, a higher wooden gallery with
wooden seating was added above the present Lotter
galleries on the north and south, curling around to form
the “Town Piper” galleries above the present west choir
gallery. Several boxes of pews, enclosed by glass, were
added, using the same absorption and scattering properties
as the glass windows in the rest of the church. The main
organ’s pipe layout was based on Wolff’s rendering in
[52], as the current organ does not date to Bach’s time.
Finally, the second “Swallow’s Nest” organ above the
chancel was added, which no longer exists.

In addition to the acoustic analysis of the space, the
model was also used to simulate binaural impulse responses
from virtual source and receiver positions in the piper
galleries, the choir gallery, and both organs, to conduct a
virtual recording session in the 1723 church, described in

a separate manuscript [63]. For the purposes of the present
study, analysis will be limited to the receiver positions
measured in the present-day church.

3.3 1539 model

The calibrated present-day model was also altered to
account for the church’s layout in 1539, on the eve of the
Reformation’s arrival. Though less detailed information is
available for this era, the following main points [48] are
known:

� There were no galleries on the north and south of the
nave.

� The west gallery was half the size of the current west
choir gallery.

� Various altars existed along the side of the the nave
for personal devotions.

� A rood screen divided the chancel from the nave.

These four changes were all implemented in the GA
model, removing the Lotter galleries and halving the size
of the west gallery. Though the exact nature of the side
altars is not known, altars were added as highly scattering
marble rectangular prisms, based on side altars in Catholic
churches [64, 65]. The rood screen was modeled as highly
scattering marble and made partially acoustically transpar-
ent, based on other European rood screens from the period
[66]. The absorption coefficients and characteristic depth
for these surfaces are given in Table 4, and the sound
transmission coefficients for the rood screen are given in
Table 5.
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Figure 5. T30 simulations versus measurements from source
position A (Error bars = ±1 JND).
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Figure 6. T30 simulations versus measurements from source
position B (Error bars = ±1 JND).

Table 3. Sound transmission coefficients by octave band center
frequency (Hz) for specified surfaces in the model.

Surface 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Gallery floor 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.01
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3.4 Empty church comparisons

Using the altered GA models for the 1723 and 1539
churches, both past models were simulated in TUCT2 using
the same parameters (five runs using algorithm 1, 99 927
cones, 16 �C, 80% humidity) as for the present-day church.
Initial trial runs with very long impulse responses were sim-
ulated first to approximate the longest T30 value in each
space, which was used to set the impulse response length
during the final runs: 4500 ms for the 1723 church (same
as present day) and 5800 ms for the 1539 church.

Based on these parameters, the acoustic metrics for each
source-receiver combination were averaged across all five
runs for each time period. Figure 9 shows the simulated
T30 for the 1539, 1723, and present day space under empty
conditions for source A, spatially averaged across all recei-
ver positions. The 1723 church was found to have a T30
of about 3.5s at 1 kHz, about half a second lower than
the present day church. The 1539 church, however, had

T30 values about 1s higher than present day values in the
same frequency band.

3.5 Full church comparisons

In addition to analyzing the empty church, which was
able to be measured, it is also important to consider the
church when fully occupied, as it would have been during
the performance of Bach’s cantatas and passions [49]. To
investigate this effect, three additional models were created:
one for each era with full occupancy. For this purpose two
more surfaces were introduced: full-occupancy pews and
medium-density crowds, whose absorption coefficients are
given in Table 6. The full pews were substituted for the
top side of all previously empty pews, and the crowd was
substituted for the floor area in the galleries where the choir
and orchestra would have been. According to the recom-
mendations in [37, 58], scattering coefficients for both
surfaces were given by the values in the CATT Surface
Properties module, beginning at 30% at 125 Hz and increas-
ing by 10% per octave band up to a maximum value of 70%.

With these changes made, all three “full church” models
were simulated, again taking the average acoustic parame-
ters across five runs using algorithm 1 in TUCT2. The
spatially averaged T30 from source A by octave band for
each era is shown in Figure 10. As would be expected, the
T30 values were much smaller in all three cases, but the dif-
ference between each model was also decreased: at 1000 Hz
the 1539 church still had the greatest T30 at about 2.7s, but
the respective values for the present day church and the
1723 church were 2.5s and 2.3s. This compression of T30
values in the full church model held across all positions
for the three eras. In addition, the low-frequency T30 was
nearly the same between the present-day and 1723
churches. Table 7 shows the spatially averaged T30 from
Source A and standard deviations for all six configurations
of the GA model.

4 Discussion

Bach scholar C.S. Terry, responding to Bagenal’s paper
on the Thomaskirche, claimed that “The Reformation
intimately affected church acoustics.” [50] Bagenal himself
went a bit further, concluding that:

[the Lutheran addition of galleries] created the
acoustic conditions that made possible the seven-
teenth century development of cantata and Passion.
The building became, in fact, a kind of religious opera
house [6].

To evaluate these broader statements about the acous-
tic significance of the Reformation, we ought to keep in
mind the difference between the empty and occupied states
of the church. In all eras, Bach’s (1723) Thomaskirche was
drier than today, and the pre-Lutheran church had a longer
reverberation time than today. However, the gap between
those eras is large for the empty church (more than 2s in
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Figure 7. C80 simulations versus measurements for positions
B4 and A2 (Error bars = ±2 JND).

Figure 8. Model of the Thomaskirche in 1723, including second
wooden gallery, glass pew enclosures (in green) and the
“swallow’s nest” organ (in yellow).
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the 1000 Hz band between 1539 and 1723) while it is much
lower when the church is occupied (about 0.4s). While
Bach’s ensemble probably rehearsed in the empty church
from time to time, the premieres of his cantatas and
passions occurred during the Sunday service, when the
church would have been full. Professional musicians today
intuitively understand the difference between empty and
full performance conditions, especially in un-upholstered
settings like churches. Though we do not have documentary
evidence of Bach speaking directly to this question, one
imagines that, based on the description of him listening
carefully to spaces when inspecting organs, he would have
grasped this difference and perhaps have cautioned his
young choristers to be careful of their tempo during the
Sunday service.

The additional 500 standing persons reported at the lar-
ger occasions [49] were not simulated here, as this project
was primarily focused Bach’s cantatas [63]. However, the
standing room was located under the overhanging west
choir gallery, so the additional absorption may not have
affected the reverberation equally throughout the volume
in any case. As would be expected, C80 in these simulations
was inversely correlated with T30, with the gaps between
different eras also much smaller in the occupied church.
Therefore Bach’s congregation would have experienced
slightly higher clarity, but the difference between 1723
and the present day would be small when the church was
fully occupied. Since C80 is a more useful metric for specific

source–receiver combinations, it will be used more in future
work examining of the exact acoustic paths in the 1723
church between specific instrument groups Bach used on
different occasions.

While the difference between the occupied
Thomaskirche of 1539 and 1723 is still significant relative
to a present-day concert hall, it is not a drastic, physical
manifestation of Lutheran theology that allowed Bach the
acoustic clarity to realize his most complex compositional
ideas. However, we can say that, even when occupied, the
1723 church would have had a reverberation time near
the upper threshold of that considered desirable in a concert
hall today. The greatest reason for this is, as Bagenal pre-
dicted, the two sets of galleries, which add significant
absorption even when empty. Some questions remain, such
as the exact type of glass used to enclose the private box
seats in Bach’s day, or the geometry of the altars that were
removed from the church during the Lutheran iconoclasms.
Changes to these inputs could plausibly result in small
changes in the projected T30 values reported here.

Previous scholars have examined the role of Lutheran
theology in Bach’s life [67], but in evaluating the role of
the Reformation on acoustics, we must be careful in defin-
ing the counterfactual which we are evaluating: if Bach

Table 5. Sound transmission coefficients by octave band center
frequency (Hz) for specified surfaces in the 1539 model.

Surface 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Screen 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Freq. Band (Hz)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

T
30

 (
s)

A to all Receivers

Present
1723
1539

Figure 9. Simulated T30 for empty Thomaskirche in all three
eras, from source A, spatially averaged.

Table 6. Absorption coefficients by octave band center
frequency (Hz) for additional surfaces in the full-occupancy
Thomaskirche GA models.

Surface 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Wooden pews,
100% occupancy [70]

0.57 0.61 0.75 0.86 0.91 0.86

Audience area,
0.72 persons/m2 [71]

0.10 0.21 0.41 0.65 0.75 0.71

Table 4. Absorption coefficients and characteristic depth by octave band center frequency (Hz) for additional surfaces in the 1539
Thomaskirche GA model.

Surface 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 Characteristic depth (m)

Marble altar 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.5
Screen 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.5

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Freq. Band (Hz)

0

0.5
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Figure 10. Simulated T30 for fully occupied Thomaskirche in
all three eras, from source A, spatially averaged.
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had become Thomaskantor in the 1539 church, still
Catholic, in which no Reformation had taken place and
the population of Leipzig had stayed the same, presumably
he would have inherited a slightly more reverberant space.
But given the various demographic shifts occurring in
Germany throughout the 16th century [68], one imagines
that a Catholic Thomaskirche would probably have
increased its seating capacity by 1723 as well. Tanya
Kevorkian’s research [49] has uncovered many instances
of complaints about noise from the congregants during
the cantata performance, which also complicates any
attempt to make a definitive claim about the clarity of
Bach’s music for its original listeners. Since such human-
produced noises are less regular and predictable than
mechanical noise sources today, the ultimate clarity of
Bach’s original performances likewise must have varied
somewhat from week to week [51].

5 Conclusion and future work

The Leipzig Thomaskirche has undergone many
changes since its creation and since Bach served as cantor
there. The GA models used here, calibrated based on the
present-day church, help to illustrate the acoustic differ-
ences between the church before the Reformation, in Bach’s
day, and in the present. The 1723 church, with its double
galleries, has the lowest reverberation time, while the
1539 church had almost no galleries and a high reverbera-
tion time when empty. The current church’s T30 is between
these two extremes, as the space has only one set of side
galleries.

However, when a full congregation is simulated in these
models, the ordering of their T30 values stays the same but
the difference is greatly compressed. Since Bach’s cantatas
were performed in a full church nearly every Sunday, we

should not assume that the Reformation created a qualita-
tively different acoustic experience: rather, at most we can
say that the reverberation time was slightly lower than
today, depending on the occupancy of the church.

In the future, the 1723 GA model of the Thomaskirche
will be used to create immersive simulations of different
musicological hypotheses about the usual size and makeup
of Bach’s performing forces. Using directivity data and
maximum SPLs for each instrument, it is possible to evalu-
ate the balance between the instrumental ensemble and
Bach’s choral ensemble, which may help provide some
new data in the ongoing debate about the size of Bach’s
chorus [41, 42]. If acoustical analysis suggests that a 4-voice
choir definitely could (or definitely could not) be heard over
Bach’s instrumental ensemble, computer modeling can help
introduce more empirical evidence into the musicological
debate. Finally, the model will allow us to virtually sit next
to Bach in the galleries and hear one of his cantatas
(approximately) as he would have heard it himself.
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